Quantifying Hate: A Year of Anti-Semitism on Twitter
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It's nearly impossible to overstate the impact social media has on our world. That influence is often wielded in the service of good — think viral fund-raising efforts or protecting democratic movements against authoritarian threats — but it also can powerfully amplify society's most dangerous attitudes. Racism, sexism, homophobia, religious extremism and conspiracy theories have deep roots in social media, and perpetrators have recognized and capitalized on the near-universal reach of popular platforms.

This report is an effort to gauge the prevalence of one of these destructive prejudices — anti-Semitism — on one social media platform: Twitter — by examining the one-year period from January 29, 2017 to January 28, 2018.

ADL frequently fields reports from constituents who describe an atmosphere of anti-Semitism on Twitter, including harassment from anti-Semitic trolls. We issued previous studies on this phenomenon. Media reports reflect this phenomenon as well. Experts at the ADL's Center on Extremism (COE) wanted to go beyond those reports, to understand the problem in greater detail while examining tweets for nuance and context. How many anti-Semitic tweets are posted on Twitter during any given week? How do we know the tweets truly are anti-Semitic? What if some of these tweets are intended to convey an ironic or critical message?

Using a proprietary, wide-ranging query, as well as statistical methods and expert analysis, COE analysts were able to determine that roughly 4.2 million anti-Semitic tweets were posted and reposted on Twitter in the one-year period specified above. We estimate that the tweets were issued by approximately three million unique handles.
Of course, 4.2 million tweets is a very small number out of the trillions of tweets sent on the platform each year. But that does not negate the lived experience of Jews who have found Twitter to be a toxic environment. This number is still large enough to underscore the powerful harassment that exists and the ease with which a relative handful of users can infect our shared social media environment with negative stereotypes and conspiracy theories about Jews.

This report, and the random statistical sample of over 55,000 carefully reviewed tweets which it generated, also will be useful to those designing artificial intelligence-based efforts to counter anti-Semitism and bigotry online.

ADL already works with Twitter to help them address anti-Semitism and other forms of bigotry on their platform, and we know this is a difficult challenge to solve. We are proud to be part of Twitter’s Trust and Safety Council and to partner with Twitter as a member of our Problem Solving Lab to explore engineering-based approaches to address online hate and harassment. We already have seen the company make real progress on these issues and demonstrate leadership among social media platforms.

And yet, despite recent advancements, intolerance on public platforms like Twitter still endures. It degrades the conversation and poisons the public discourse for all. Even a proportionally small number of Tweets that express anti-Semitism is too many, and any platform that hosts such hate must ensure that it is using all means necessary to tackle the situation even as it seeks to balance legitimate concerns about not inhibiting freedom of expression. For this reason, this report includes not only a detailed review of our findings but a set of recommendations for Twitter to take into consideration as it attempts to address the issue and improve its performance.

We look forward to continuing to work with Twitter – and other platforms that seek our help – to ensure these environments are a safe space for all users, regardless of their faith, race or other immutable attributes.
MAJOR FINDINGS

As a result of a pilot research project, the Anti-Defamation League can estimate that a minimum of approximately 4.2 million English language anti-Semitic tweets were disseminated between January 29, 2017 and January 28, 2018. The analysis showed that within predefined seven-day periods, the number of tweets expressing anti-Semitic sentiment ranged from a low of 36,800 in week 26 (July 23-29) to a high of 181,700 in week 45 (December 03-09). The average number of tweets expressing anti-Semitic sentiment throughout all 52 weeks of the analysis was 81,400.

METHODOLOGY

1. Process

The current findings are based on a complex Boolean query designed to identify language frequently used by anti-Semites. The query was broadly written to encompass obvious expressions of anti-Semitism, including classic anti-Semitic stereotypes; code words and symbols sometimes used in an anti-Semitic fashion; and also subtle references to anti-Semitic conspiracy theories.

Experts at ADL’s Center on Extremism assessed statistically significant samples of the tweets captured by this query for each week. The assessments were
designed to identify the percentage of tweets not intended to express anti-Semitic sentiment or disseminate anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. Of particular interest were tweets that used or cited anti-Semitic language in order to condemn it, or that used anti-Semitic language ironically. In these cases, analysis of the thread context (as well as accompanying videos and images) was critical. Occasionally, the self-reported info in the tweeter’s “bio” field was also consulted to help determine intent. When ADL experts were not reasonably confident that a given tweet was anti-Semitic, it was marked as not containing anti-Semitic sentiment. A sufficient number of tweets were assessed for each time period to result in a 3% margin of error.

The resulting percentage of anti-Semitic tweets in the representative sample was then extrapolated back to the entire population of tweets pulled in by the query for its time period. This yielded the number of anti-Semitic tweets reported in the findings.

This project is ADL’s second attempt to assess the amount of anti-Semitism on Twitter. In an October 2016 report, ADL used keywords correlating with anti-Semitism to assess the total number of tweets which could potentially contain anti-Semitic content that were directed at journalists. The current report refines the methodology by moving beyond simple keyword detection and estimating the number of instances of actual anti-Semitic sentiment or content. The current report also expands the scope of the first study to address anti-Semitism in all English language tweets.

A third project, the Online Hate Index being developed by ADL’s Center on Technology and Society, has experimented with artificial intelligence and machine learning to detect the presence of hate speech on selected Reddit forums. The current project focuses solely on anti-Semitism, including difficult-to-detect anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, and was designed and implemented by human experts without any automation or machine learning. ADL hopes that the project's resulting corpus of tweets — which have been evaluated for anti-
2. Defining Anti-Semitism

The current report is based on a proprietary Boolean query designed by experts at ADL's Center on Extremism. The query is designed to detect anti-Semitic content in the following categories:

1. Classic anti-Semitic stereotypes (e.g. references to Jews as greedy; controllers of banks, media, governments and academia; under-miners of culture and racial purity; cursed for killing Jesus; etc.)
2. Positive references to or promotion of known anti-Semitic personalities, authors, books, articles, videos and podcasts
3. References to anti-Semitic conspiracy theories (e.g. Jewish control of the Federal Reserve; the existence of a “Zionist Occupation Government,” etc.)
4. Holocaust denial
5. Epithets used for Jews (e.g. “kike”) and against Jews (e.g. “goddamn Jews”)
6. Code words and anti-Semitic symbols such as the “echo symbol” ("((( )))")

The current report includes criticism of Israel or Zionism when such criticism makes use of classic anti-Semitic language or conspiracy theories, or when it ascribes evil motivations to significant numbers of Jews. General criticism of Israel or its policies is not counted as anti-Semitism. [See below — When Anti-Zionism is Anti-Semitic.]

3. Caveats

The current study is concerned with all instances of tweets intended to convey anti-Semitic content, including retweets. However, cases where anti-Semitic tweets were retweeted for the purpose of condemning them were excluded by the study, as described above.
Because the query was run on Twitter data captured in early January 2018, it does not include a large number anti-Semitic tweets that were deleted by their owners or from accounts previously shut down by Twitter for violating its terms of service. As a result, the actual number of anti-Semitic tweets is undoubtedly larger than the number estimated in this study.

By the same token, the data for this study was supplied before the so-called “Twitter Purge” of late February 2018, when Twitter deactivated thousands of accounts associated with automated bots. It is possible that some anti-Semitic tweets were promulgated by such bots, and so a new search of Twitter might identify fewer anti-Semitic tweets than reported in this report.

The Boolean query was text-based, so tweets containing anti-Semitic imagery without anti-Semitic text would not have been pulled in. This is another reason we believe the actual number of anti-Semitic tweets is larger than what is estimated in this study.

**DETAILED FINDINGS & ANTI-SEMITIC THEMES**

1. **Results of the Analysis**

The query for this study was designed to be broad enough to return all results that could conceivably be anti-Semitic. This is why subsequent evaluation by human experts was so important (i.e. to weed out all of the non-anti-Semitic tweets that we knew would be pulled in). From January 29, 2017 to Jan 31, 2018, our query pulled in almost nineteen million tweets, with weekly figures ranging from 183,000 (week 30: July 23-29) to more than one million tweets (week 33: Aug 13-19).

We then subjected a random, statistical sampling of more than 1,000 tweets per week (more than 55,000 over the course of the year) to manual analysis for the presence of anti-Semitic sentiment or the dissemination of anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. Our sample sizes provided a margin of error of three percent. A total of 4.2 million anti-Semitic tweets was detected, with weekly totals ranging from a low of 36,800 in week 26 (July 23-29) to a high of 181,700 in week 45.
(December 03-09). The average number of tweets expressing anti-Semitic sentiment throughout all 52 weeks of the analysis was 81,400.

The percentage of tweets pulled in by a query which tested positive for anti-Semitism ranged from a low 8.9% in week 33 (August 13-19) to a high of 34.2% in week 18 (April 30-May 06). The average percentage of anti-Semitic tweets in the context of the broad query was 23.5%. We estimate that approximately three million unique Twitter handles were responsible for the 4.2 million tweets.

2. Trend line
Although the trend line of anti-Semitic tweets rises over the course of the 52 weeks surveyed in this study, there is no obvious inflection point or detectable reason for the increase.

3. Drivers of anti-Semitic Content
Current events were reflected in the anti-Semitic tweets almost as soon as they were reported. However, because our methodology does not allow us to reliably track tweets’ thematic content over a particular time period, we can’t know the extent to which the total volume of anti-Semitic tweets is affected by current events.

Anti-Semitic tweets also reflect the ebb and flow of anti-Semitic content on other social media platforms. A significant number of anti-Semitic tweets were shares
or discussions of anti-Semitic content from YouTube, Reddit, 4Chan, or conspiracy-oriented websites and blogs. The current study does not allow us to assert with statistical certainty how much the total volume of anti-Semitism on Twitter is related to anti-Semitic or conspiracy-oriented materials on other online platforms. Nonetheless, our findings underscore the fact that social media platforms are not closed systems. Further research may be able to more precisely map out the channels of anti-Semitic influence between and among social media platforms and websites.

4. Deletion of Posts
In the course of evaluating the Twitter data for anti-Semitic sentiment, it became clear that a non-negligible percentage of anti-Semitic tweets had been removed from Twitter after they were downloaded for our study. In some cases, the tweets were deleted by their users, but often they were deleted by Twitter as part of its enforcement of terms of service violations. Future studies may attempt to determine the number of anti-Semitic tweets that had been subsequently removed from the platform.

5. Noteworthy Weeks

- Week 29 (August 13-19) — Charlottesville: Interestingly, week 29 of the study — immediately following the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia — had the highest number of possible anti-Semitic tweets but the smallest percentage of tweets that were actually anti-Semitic in nature. In the days after the rally, Twitter exploded with posts about the anti-Semitism and racism on display at the rally — which is why such a large number of tweets that were potentially anti-Semitic were pulled in by our query. Human analysis showed that 8.9% — or 92,400 — of those tweets actually promoted anti-Semitism. Despite this ratio, the sheer volume of tweets that week resulted in the 13th最高的 number of actual anti-Semitic tweets in all the weeks covered by our study.
As stated above, our current methodology does not allow us to determine with statistical certainty the particular themes that surfaced in each week. What follows are impressionistic observations based on the tweets that surfaced consistently in our samples over the duration of the study.

**HARVEY WEINSTEIN AND JEWISH SEXUAL PREDATORS**

Anti-Semitic commentary erupted immediately after the *New York Times'* October 5, 2017 report about Harvey Weinstein's decades-long history sexually abusing and harassing women. The story touches on multiple long-standing anti-Semitic tropes, including Jewish control of Hollywood and the media, and Jewish sexual degeneracy and perversion.
Harvey Weinstein used his Jewish supremacy to sexually harass women. You all know what they say about child predators in Hollywood too hmmm

3:44 PM - 5 Oct 2017

1 Retweet

Rapist
Harvey Weinstein

Co-conspirators
- Jon Landman (NY Times)
- Noah Oppenheim (NBC)
- Lisa Bloom (attorney)

Man problem or Jew problem?

Rose McGowan Alleges That Former Harvey Weinstein
Other tweets used the Weinstein scandal to share their views on alleged Jewish dominance of Hollywood.

As the #MeToo movement gathered steam and other men were implicated, threads were quick to note which men were Jewish.
Explanatory Note: “KhazarMafia” is a reference to the theory that many modern Jews are descendants of the Khazars, an Eastern European nation which allegedly
converted to Judaism in the eighth century. Although this theory is not inherently anti-Semitic, anti-Semites have repackaged it as the “Khazar hypothesis,” which claims that these Khazar converts and their descendants have a secret agenda to undermine other societies and enrich themselves at the expense of their non-Jewish neighbors. This anti-Semitic conspiracy theory is also attractive to some anti-Zionists who believe that it undermines the historical claim of modern Jews to the land of Israel. In this instance, the Twitter user is using “KhazarMafia” as a code word for “Jews.”

**ROTHSCHILD CONSPIRACY THEORIES**

A longstanding anti-Semitic conspiracy theory posits that a cabal of Jews led by members of the Rothschild banking family have been manipulating currency and exerting influence on regional and national events since the early 19th century for the purposes of personal enrichment and/or world domination. Anti-Semitic conspiracy theorists claim that the Rothschilds interfered with the American Revolution, financed Nazism and/or the Bolshevik Revolution, perpetrated the 9/11 attacks, and created the state of Israel. They also allege that the Rothschilds are some of the chief architects of an impending “New World Order” which will abolish nationalities and enslave humanity.
Over the course of this study, a significant number of tweets incorporated current events into Rothschild conspiracies: The Rothschild clan allegedly caused the disappearance of Malaysia flight 370 in order to take control of a semiconductor business.
The Rothschilds, who allegedly view Vladimir Putin and/or Iran as some of the foremost obstacles in their effort to establish a New World Order, gave a grant to the McCain Institute for International Leadership at Arizona State University in order to buy John McCain's support for the “Russiagate” investigation and/or to support Saudi Arabia against Iran.
The arrest of numerous figures in Saudi Arabia is viewed as an attack on the Rothschilds and their goal of world domination. According to the cited article below, the “House of Saud are all descendants of Arabian Jews,” who are aligned with the Rothschilds.

Purge of Saudi Arabia and the Rothschild NWO connections, Real motive behind the Purge with $800 Billion In Assets Confiscated, every war is a Bankers War for NWO Agenda

redpilljen2020 (51) in saudiarabia • 4 months ago

Please watch these videos by the End Times News Report and Dahboo77 and share. Powers that shouldn’t be pushing for fragmentation, violence, leading towards WWII, then NWO. All by Design, World’s A Stage. Living in the end times just as in the days of Noah, Sodom and Gomorrah. Best to get yourself right with God while you still can.

The Saudi Purge and the Rothschild New World Order - Part 1
WHEN ANTI-ZIONISM IS ANTI-SEMITIC

As noted above, this report distinguishes between anti-Semitism and criticism of Israel, its actions and policies. Sharp criticism of Israel, even criticism that pushes the limits of civility, is not necessarily anti-Semitic. However, anti-Semitic tweets will often employ the term “Zionist” as a stand-in for “Jew,” in a context that clearly indicates the tweet was either motivated by anti-Semitism or perpetuated anti-Semitic themes.

In some following cases, the link is explicit:
The Jewish Gas Chamber Hoax: youtu.be/oKtE2WhjBss #GasChamberHoax #HoloHOAX #GoyimRevolution STOP BELIEVING #ZIONIST LIES!

What the zionists done want you to know

Sixty-Six Million Christians Murdered By Jewish Bolsheviks
The Mass Murder of Russian Christians and the Destruction of their Churches, by Lasha Darkmoon Posted on February 16, 2013 by Montecristo STALIN'S JEWS (See here) The other day I rece... mysteryworshipers.wordpress.com

Communism=Zionism=Judaism=End of Freedom

45 US Senators Support Bill that Makes It A Crime to Boyco...
The bill would impose fines up to $250,000 on any US citizen 'engaged in interstate or foreign commerce' who supports a boycott of Israeli goods and services.
needtoknow.news
Zionism is not more than delusional thought by bloody racist European Khazar scum.

#GroupPalestine

Jews will NEVER, be friends with Christians. Zionism guarantees it, is based on it, uses to slither into position of absolute full control.
In other cases, the term “Zionist” was used in a manner that incorporated classic anti-Semitic language or themes, including allegations that Jews hate non-Jews and control the media and financial and cultural institutions.
The Federal Reserve of Israel and Zionism steal more than half of Gold and United States money and make genocidio....
youtube.com/playlist?list= ...

12:45 AM - 11 Jul 2017

D @W_asshingngot19

Replies to @RealLandbeck

Dems are influenced by the Zionist globalist communist who own our banks, politicians and media. They have been completely brainwashed to be anti white and another American.

10:36 PM - 30 Jan 2018
$ Slaves Zionist Americans #Israel lobby meddling in @WhiteHouse is so strong that @realDonaldTrump is willing to break int law to label #Jerusalem as capital of Israel. #Moving #Embassy = #balfourdeclaration =#crimesagainsthumanity . #PalestineUnderTerror #PalestineExists

Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) · Jan 2
The Failing New York Times has a new publisher, A.G. Sulzberger. Congratulations! Here is a last chance for the Times to fulfill the vision of its Founder, Adolph Ochs, "to give the news impartially, without fear or FAVOR, regardless of party, sect. or interests involved." Get...

Jerry Kidd (@FireeyedTerrier) · Jan 2
Replying to @realDonaldTrump
Oh, Bullshit. They ALL give us Israel's version of Events. Both the Media AND the Government have been hijacked by Zionist parasites.

T. V. ( @brendan_bf ) · Jan 2
Replying to @RebelPioneers @sbeh9876
Not all of us believe it. But you must understand that same Zionists that committing genocide in Palestine and other parts of the world also own Western media and the American people only get Zionist
Also apparent in the tweets: the anti-Semitic notion that Zionism is either the cause of Nazism or an expression of Nazism. Although our study excludes cases where specific Israeli policies or practices are described as Nazi-like, we included cases where Twitter users described Zionism as a movement as racist or having “Nazi” characteristics.
What about the Zionist recognizing their role in the Holocaust? Zionist controlled the concentration camps!

@ADL_National
We welcome statement from PM Viktor Orban, condemning anti-Semitism & acknowledging Hungary's role in Holocaust: bit.ly/2vfqD8Z

3:44 PM - 18 Jul 2017

 admired photo.
July 17, 2017 ·

Zionism created, funded and armed Nazism as part of its WW2 Hegelian Dialectic. Nazism lasted 12 years. Zionism has lasted 241 years

#شيعة_افريقية
#SHIA_OF_AFRICA

{Nazism}

{Zionism}
Shia of Africa
July 17, 2017

Zionism created, funded and armed Nazism as part of its WW2 Hegelian Dialectic. Nazism lasted 12 years. Zionism has lasted 241 years

#SHIA_OF_AFRICA

STOP AI SAUD

The Zionist Nazi Mainstream Media
They have blood on their hands in Cover-up & Propaganda for many years in the murders of the illegal U.S. / Israeli Wars & 9/11. They are War Criminals as chief propagandist for the Nazis.
One of the most interesting social media phenomena in 2017 was the rise of “QAnon” conspiracy theories. In late October 2017, an anonymous user known as “Q” began posting batches of cryptic comments which were interpreted by readers as secret intelligence from the Trump administration about actions it was taking to oppose an anti-American conspiracy. As followers attempted to deduce the events and actors referenced in the QAnon comments, social media erupted with a multitude of conspiracy theories. On Twitter, more than 3.3 million posts referencing QAnon appeared between October 2017 and January 2018.

The vast majority of QAnon-inspired conspiracy theories have nothing to do with anti-Semitism. However, a small percentage of tweets referencing QAnon also referred to Israel, Jews, Zionists, Rothschilds (a Jewish banking family at the center of numerous anti-Semitic conspiracy theories), or George Soros (a progressive Jewish philanthropist who is often demonized by the political right). This study’s methodology does not allow us to determine how many of the QAnon tweets containing those terms actually expressed anti-Semitic sentiment, but an impressionistic review revealed some troubling examples.
I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan.

Who controls the narrative?

Zionism is only around 100 years old, from religion to nationalism, to mainstream religious Jews who hated the religion use the name Israel, the star of David as the identity of Judaism and the Jewish state gets a legitimacy for their country should say “Oh it is just us and that they shouldn’t speak out against it because they will get punished”

QAnon mossad and CIA, Khazarian and Ashkenazi jews ruined this country, but Jews can't get a grip and self criticize, Zio scums
Mr. President, I still have full faith in you that you will bury the NWO carefully and diligently; by killing them in THEIR OWN game. Just be aware of the Israeli intelligence #OperationTalpiot program. I am sure you and QAnon are students/knowledgeable of Jewish Mysticism. #MAGA

6 Retweets 8 Likes 4 6 8

#WhoIsQAnon #RothschildsOnTheRun

Distress call[L]s to others will [d]o you/family no good at this stage. We know whe[R]e you/the family are at all times and can hear you breathing.

Q

_D7g^-_%19FZBx_decline

6:03 PM - 17 Nov 2017

4 Retweets 5 Likes 4 5

Who are the Rothschilds?
A purported scheme pertaining to the Jewish Rothschild family centers on the collision of a small airplane and a helicopter on November 17 near the town of Upper Winchendon in England, killing four people. Also nearby was Waddesdon Manor, an estate owned by the Rothschild family. Conspiracy theories pertaining to the Rothschilds immediately erupted. many of them drew on recent QAnon material, which stated in part, "we know whe[R]e you/the family are at all times."

Conspiracy theorists concluded that the capital R was a veiled reference to the Rothschild family and that Q had "predicted" the plane crash.

Although the amount of anti-Semitism in QAnon-related content is currently very low, it has the potential to proliferate especially quickly given the viral nature of the subculture.

“GLOBALIST” AS CODE WORD FOR “JEW”
A noteworthy anti-Semitic theme in 2017 was the use of the term “globalist” as an anti-Semitic slur. Although the term is not inherently anti-Semitic, “globalist” is often used as a pejorative term for people whose interests in international commerce or finance ostensibly make them disloyal to the country in which they live, or who are willing to undermine the financial security of their neighbors in order to benefit transnational interests. Because of the long history of anti-Semitic associations of Jews with money and commerce, and allegations that Jews place their transnational ethnic affiliations ahead of the interests of their non-Jewish neighbors, these pejorative subtexts quickly take on anti-Semitic connotations when the term is applied to individual Jews, groups of Jews, or places where Jews are known to live (i.e. “New York globalists”). Anti-Semites frequently use the term “Globalist” as a code word for Jews.
There were people who claim to be Jewish who were of Aryan in appearance who were active & serving Nazis & became globalists.

1:41 AM - 3 Aug 2017

You mean the Ashkenazi who are actually Khazarians?

Yes. That's one theory.

The other day, the #zionist owned/controlled #jewtube blocked this video, yet again! They really want the #goyim dumbed down and oblivious to this truth. Please give this video a few minutes of your time. #Globalism = #Freemasonry = #Judaism by @EricDubay

Globalism = Freemasonry = Judaism by Eric Dubay

8:24 PM - 26 Feb 2018

4 Retweets 4 Likes
Dr. Phil Reports On International Pedophile Ring [link] via @YouTube
Why does globalist, Zionist owned media cover it up?

11:40 PM - 9 Nov 2017

Replies:

@user

The Statue of Liberty was created to commemorate America's Centennial. It was a group of Jewish Globalist Zionists who turned it into an anthem for massive immigration. In any case, you think it's 'cruelty' for us to finally place limits upon massive immigration. How cruel.

7:08 PM - 25 Jan 2018

Replies:

@user

I agree with you about Iraq. Germans were defending themselves against globalist Jewish elites in USSR, UK, and USA. Read Mein Kampf.

7:19 PM - 30 Oct 2017
Dear secular, globalist, subversive Jews:
Thank you for giving us goyim something to fight and unite in opposition to. You're going to lose everything and you'll have no one to blame but yourselves.
Love,
Matthew

6:43 PM - 26 Jan 2018
10 Retweets 31 Likes

i'm not racist against black, brown, yellow, et al. all need 2 understand the joo globalist deep state think we are all goyim-human cattle

9:45 AM - 24 Oct 2017

Miscegenation, steadily building the globalist JewWorldOrder slave race one cucked Goyim at a time.

10:08 AM - 20 Jul 2017

1 Retweet
Holocaust denial is an anti-Semitic conspiracy theory alleging that Jews fabricated the facts of the Holocaust, including that six million Jewish people were murdered by Nazis, many in gas chambers. Because the truth of the Holocaust is so well-known, Holocaust deniers either implicitly or explicitly promote the anti-Semitic claim that Jews have managed to influence governments, the media, and academia to parrot and embed this fake story in the collective consciousness. Anti-Semites claim that Jews created the Holocaust in order to garner sympathy, to establish the state of Israel, to acquire reparations money, and/or to demoralize Germany and white Europeans in general.
The holohoax is arguably the biggest lie ever told by Jews & only because they own the media & universities & marxist indoctrination of teachers does this lie prevail for so long. twitter.com/DaveGreco33/st ...

It boggles my mind how you can prove the evil and treachery of Jews laid out perfectly for non Jews to see, yet the holohoax brainwashing will not allow them to see. The Jew openly proclaims they are evil and destroyers yet the goyim cucks suck their hairy filthy toes twitter.com/kyra_manic/sta ...

When (((ur kind))) stop throwing Europeans in jail 4 questioning #Hasbara of #Holohoax we'll talk. #Goyem Knows.
Today is the HOLOHOAX 😁 Where they LIE to U & say there were 60000000 people when there weren't....MAZEL TUFF 🙏

1. Today is International Holocaust Remembrance Day

In memory of 6,000,000
who were murdered only because they were born Jewish

SHARE THIS SO THE WORLD WILL NEVER FORGET

5:07 PM - 31 Jan 2018

1 Retweet 1 Like
As is the case with many other types of anti-Semitism, some Holocaust deniers make a point of attacking “Zionists” instead of Jews, but the anti-Semitic implications remain the same. See: When Anti-Zionism is Anti-Semitic
Jewish holocaust was Zionist lie and fraud

youthube.com/results?search ...

NETANYAHU: HITLER DIDN'T WANT TOexterminate THE JEWS
(NEWSPAPER, OCT 21, 2015)

WHAAAT?! GOSTUDY!

THANK YOU, BIBI!

5:00 PM - 31 Dec 2017

Holocaust is a successful historical World Wide False Flag event started by Zionists to promote & justify Jewish atrocities against others. twitter.com/RealFKNNews/st ...

7:59 PM - 3 Jul 2017

WAKE UP UK - THE HOLOHOAX/FAKE JEWS AND OUR PRIME MINISTER WANTS TO PUT A
In April 2017, some Holocaust deniers latched on to (then-White House press secretary) Sean Spicer’s incorrect claim that Hitler never used poison gas against his enemies. Although Spicer quickly clarified that he was not referring to the death camps in which Jews were killed, Holocaust deniers stuck to their own script.
FALSE FLAGS

Anti-Semitic conspiracy theorists have long blamed the hidden hand of the Jews for many of the world’s worst tragedies and disasters. But while traditional conspiracy theories usually allege that Jews obtain some direct material benefit from the plots they purportedly engage in, “false flag” conspiracy theories accuse Jews of concocting events for no other reason than to gain sympathy or to provoke a favorable response.
Simple false flag theories are sometimes raised when synagogues or other Jewish institutions are vandalized. False flag conspiracy theorists often claim that the vandalism was committed by Jews themselves in order to stoke fears of anti-Semitism, thereby making Jews more sympathetic, allowing the synagogue to secure enhanced police protection, and increase Jewish clout in the realm of public opinion.

In false flag conspiracy theories, as in many other expressions of anti-Semitism, it is also common for blame to be placed on the state of Israel or “Zionists,” instead of Jews. Elaborate fantasies are constructed to show that particular events, which may not be directly related to Israel, were actually the result of Israeli manipulation (or the manipulation of Israel’s supporters and/or Zionists) to obtain some kind of less-than-obvious benefit, such as to undermine Israel’s geopolitical enemies or to promote war among non-Jews.
For the zionist Jew, war is & always has been the most lucrative business on Earth, used throughout history for their sole benefit. Declare war on a nation, under a false pretext, using false flag terrorism, usually carried out by the Mossad +/- other secret services +/- traitors

3:48 AM - 9 Nov 2017

2 Likes

Deep State Jews in the CIA and State Dept must be planning a false flag to get the USA into a war with North Korea and Iran. A big war means huge profits for Jew bankers and defense contractors, plus Gentiles will murder each other, what could be better?

9:05 AM - 10 Nov 2017

1 Retweet 2 Likes

@A

There is false flag everywhere, to profit whom? The Jew lobby, the Sionists, the free masons. We can't allow such society.
Among the more bizarre false flag conspiracy theories that persisted in 2017 is the claim that Israel, Zionists, or Jews are actually responsible for creating ISIS:

Holocaust is another jewish propaganda and was done by the zionists themselves. Sacrifice own people to raise false flag
Great about not having to stop and get attacked by Antifa. But the USA are the terrorists not Iran. 9/11 was a false flag run by Jews. ISIS is also a false flag run by Jews.

10:28 AM - 31 Dec 2017

IS created, trained, supported, financed by US/Israel/Saudi, hence never attack Israel, but attacking Jews in US could serve as false flag attack, enabling Zionists to blame Muslims. #BDS

1:30 AM - 15 Dec 2017

Nonsense, for one thing they were behind 9/11. It was a false flag and the buildings came down by controlled demolition. ISIS is also a Jewish false flag. The Jewish controlled USA invading Iraq was terrorism. The USS Liberty attack, The Lavan affair. The JDL attacks. The King Da
Jews, Zionists, or Israel are held responsible for other terrorist attacks around the world:

Don't let yourself deceived by false flag operations, ISIS stands for "Israeli Secret Intelligence Service" members of ISIS also chant Allah o Akbar and keep beards to deceive you and malign Islam, do you know that ISIS have been crucifying people, Jews tried to crucify Jesus

2:19 PM - 16 Nov 2017

Jews, Zionists, or Israel are held responsible for other terrorist attacks around the world:
Zionist Jews, CIA, MI6 & Mossad (ISIS) responsible for Paris false flag murders - New World Order

Who is funding the murder of innocent people? You the tax payer.... What to watch next? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FQlNT7tseo What about learning about....
youtube.com

8:12 AM - 21 Oct 2017

The #BarcelonaAttack happened outside a kosher cafe. No Jews died. The driver (who leaves his passport) escapes. Classic Mossad False Flag

8:42 PM - 18 Aug 2017

5 Retweets 6 Likes

#BarcelonaAttack #ISIS terrorists were able to travel freely from #Spain to #France, #Belgium and even #Switzerland.

2 Retweets 2 Likes

There is no ISIS but zionist false flag at barcelona, that is clearly their dirty job

2:35 PM - 20 Aug 2017
False flag conspiracy theorists also claim that Jews are responsible for many of the recent mass shootings in the United States, “explaining” that Jews orchestrate mass shootings in order to gin up political support for gun control.
Sutherland Springs Baptist Church land is owned by a jew
WTC towers 911 owned by a jew
Las Vegas shooting casino owned by a jew

Notice the common denominator in these false flag staged terror attacks and shootings?!

Eric Paddock is an actor linked to same crisis firm behind Pulse gay club false flag.
fromthetrenchesworldreport.com/eric-paddock-a ...
Betcha they're Jews too

Eric Paddock is an actor linked to same crisis firm behind P...
Published on Oct 11, 2017 by imstillcalien The rabbit hole keeps deepening!
fromthetrenchesworldreport.com
Check it out...the alleged Las Vegas shooter's name “Stephen Paddock” in Jewish gematria equals “Another False Flag.” gematrix.org/?word=Stephen+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Council Of Nicaea</th>
<th>440</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Another False Flag</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angels Baseball Team</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Paddock</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5:17 PM - 2 Oct 2017

15 Retweets 20 Likes

DUAL ISRAELI/AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS MEN CONSPIRE FOR GUN CONTROL: youtu.be/SLLckyRpwr0 NWO INFOWARS RIGHTS NRA PATRIOT 2A FALSE FLAG

JEWSH GUN CONTROL IN THE UNITED STATE : LEGISLAT...
Most U.S. Federal gun control legislation has been written, introduced, and sponsored by Jewish Congressmen and Jewish Senators. Apparently it's okay for Jew...
youtube.com

3:28 AM - 23 Aug 2017

Wretched Jew Democrat who loves gun control and that false flag she was involved...
Control and that raise flag she was involved in:

Gabrielle Giffords honored with new U.S. warship bearing h...
Out of thousands of ships commissioned by the U.S. Navy, this is only the 16th named after a woman -- and the first named after a living woman since Martha Washington.

10tv.com

8:24 PM - 10 Jun 2017
Zionist jews are behind Gun Control in America.
[link](http://lorrdreadnought.livejournal.com/76914.html)

Most U.S. Federal gun control legislation has been written, introduced, and sponsored by Jewish Congressmen and Jewish Senators. Here are the Jews who...

---

i see (((the international jew))) behind the promotion of american gun control

And this is why they want marijuana legalized...be careful.. now you see the snake.. #qanon
Jews call for more gun control. How convenient since they're the ones that orchestrated this entire mass shooting!

8:55 PM - 3 Oct 2017

8 Retweets 14 Likes
In mainstream conservative discourse, Hungarian Jewish billionaire, Holocaust survivor and philanthropist George Soros is often portrayed as a potent force behind liberal and progressive causes. In far right circles, this belief often veers into outsized conspiracy theories, including claims that he directly funds specific protests or in other ways manipulates events to further his goals. These conspiracy theories sometimes take on an anti-Semitic cast, especially when they associate Soros’ actions with his Jewish identity, incorporate elements of classic anti-Semitic tropes like control of governments, banks and media, or accuse him of orchestrating false flags events (as discussed above).
A noteworthy false flag allegation against Soros claims that he was responsible for the deadly Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, VA.

Other tweets refer directly to Soros’ Jewish heritage in pejorative terms, claim that he is trying to undermine western civilization, or following a long-standing pattern of Jewish behavior.
The plan from Soros and his band of elitist kikes is to breed us out, have as many as you can manage brother!

3:11 AM - 6 Dec 2017

Frightening that Lucifer will never die. Soros the Devil is working with Clintons, bho & Dems to destroy America. DRAIN THE SWAMP!

6:21 AM - 31 Dec 2017

Perhaps it is politically incorrect to say it, but George Soros in promoting the Islamic invasion of Europe, is following in the footsteps of the Jews of the 8th Century Spain, whom Jews claimed aided the conquest of Iberia by the Moors.

1:03 PM - 21 Jan 2018
RECOMMENDATIONS

We are proud to be part of Twitter’s Trust and Safety Council and to work with Twitter as a member of our Problem Solving Lab. We hope that the company will continue to refine its approach. We appreciate that Twitter is making efforts to improve conversational “public health,” and to better understand how their platform impacts society. The steps that the company already has taken to date are encouraging. And yet more can and should be done to ensure Twitter, like other social media platforms, is a safe space for all its users regardless of their faith or other attributes.

These recommendations flow from this report and are specific to Twitter. However, these suggestions are consistent with steps that we would suggest for other social media platforms. They reflect a general approach that we believe is necessary across the tech industry and our broader society.

- **Explore Avenues for External Review and Input:** Twitter has already taken steps to improve transparency and accountability beyond the platform, by engaging with academia and civil society. This is an encouraging start, but more is required. Giving more independent researchers and members of civil society more access to the platform’s data and collaborating to build forms of formal external accountability will help Twitter to build public trust in their products and services, and the same is true for other social media platforms as well.

- **Ensure a comprehensive Terms of Service that is adequately enforced:** Twitter should continue to improve its terms of service to screen out hateful content. Importantly, these terms must be enforced effectively. Based on the findings outlined in this report, it is clear that there is a considerable amount of additional work to be done in this area.
- **Do not depend only on account removal:** The removal of hateful content is an important part of reducing the spread of anti-Semitism and other forms of hate. In particular, bots that promote hate should be removed from the platform. However, the problem of anti-Semitism is not limited to one platform, nor is it limited to online behavior. This means any approach to counter hateful messages online must involve whole-of-society engagement, including civil society organizations.

- **Use artificial intelligence to enhance efforts to identify hateful content:** This report demonstrates that human involvement — to detect irony or sarcasm, for example — is critical to any comprehensive review and understanding of anti-Semitic content. However, artificial intelligence (AI) remains a useful tool in helping content reviewers to identify hateful content that may violate platforms’ terms of service. Machine learning can allow AI to integrate insights and develop more capable understanding of how to sort out truly hateful content.

- **Ensure users have an effective option that decreases the chances they encounter hate speech:** Google’s “safe search” function filters out offensive content for children and other audiences. While Twitter’s offensive content filter is a start, it typically applies only to violent imagery. Twitter should expand its functionality to allow users to screen out hateful and extremist propaganda.

**Response from Twitter**
ADL shared an advance copy of this report with Twitter; the company submitted the following statement:

*In the last 16 months, Twitter has made more than 30 individual changes to its product, policies, and operations, all with the goal of making Twitter safer, and improving information quality. These include:*
- Making affiliation with Violent Extremist Groups against its Terms of Service

- Making hateful imagery harder to find by labeling it as sensitive content and banning it from profile and header pictures.

- Communicating its rules more clearly to violators

- Improving how Twitter reviews abuse reports filed by third-party witnesses.

Additional information about Twitter's policies, enforcement and partnership with civil society groups like ADL can be found at safety.twitter.com.

ADL notes that Twitter is unique among large social media platforms in that it allows its public data to be searched by researchers through a free Application Programming Interface (API). In addition, many steps the platform takes to reduce the visibility of abusive content through safe search and a curated news feed are not visible via the API.